
Al-Hakeem calls for politicians to attend the National Congress to put an end
to the current political debate

On Sunday 12th of February, 2012. Sayeed Amar al-Hakeem, the head of the Islamic Supreme

Council of Iraq, Called for politicians – during a press conference held in Mosul with al-

Nujaifi- to attend the National Conference to be held soon, stressing that Iraq can contain all

Iraqis for its wealth and great chances.

His Eminence pointed at the press conference which was held with the Ethel al-Nujiafi, the

governor of Nineveh - during his visit on Sunday with the President of the citizen, bloc, Bayan

Jabr al-Zubaidi and other MPs - to the importance of political calm as one team work.

He also called "Nineveh" political list to return to the province of Nineveh board, expressing

his willingness to present his assistance to promote the partnership and cooperation spirit.

Along with the people in all positions

Al-Hakeem indicated that his presence in Mosul city means to attend and participate with the

citizens in all positions and sites, for the importance of communication and national harmony

among Iraqis, renewing his call to the necessity to give full powers to local governments and

provincial councils according to constitutional provisions and the population rates.

His Eminence emphasized that his visit to the province of Nineveh, is such a happy opportunity

to memorize its history as a great Iraqi city characterized by its religious, sectarian and

tribal diversity in which making it a model of coexistence between people of one country as

Iraq in miniature, in addition His Eminence praised the people of Mosul and their role in

facing the sectarian and political challenges, to live in Mosul- endless Spring.

The political debate will never build the State

"We have come a long way to resist and fight terrorism, and today we live beyond the era of

U.S. troops withdrawal and the return of Iraqi sovereignty" al-Hakeem said during the

Conference, noting that the sovereignty means building real institutions and establishing rules

of true partnership by the National Constitution. stressing that the Iraqis are able to achieve

this through their will in partnership and cooperation.

Al-Hakeem emphasized that the political debate does not cause the state building for any of the

countries that fought for a political debate, calling to let rivalries aside and focus on

serving the citizen.

"We are here carrying Peace, brotherhood, love, nationalism and cooperation among all Iraqis

messages, we carry theses messages from Basra, Najaf and Karbala a we have no choice but to be

united because there is no way we get out of the National Conference without solutions "Sayeed

al-Hakeem continued.

Calling for "Nineveh al-muta'khiya" list to return to the City Council

Sayeed Amar al-Hakeem called on Nineveh list to return to the province of Nineveh to promote

constructive coexistence and trust of the citizens, adding that the provincial council is the



place that represents their president were they can discuss their differences within the

Council, expressing his willingness to assist in promote a spirit of cooperation and

participation among Iraqis.

Ethel al-Nujaifi, the governor of Nineveh praised the national role of Sayeed Amar al-Hakeem in

convergence of views among the various political blocs, praising the significant role in

following up the citizens’ issues and concerns through his field visits Iraq wide

AL-Nijaifi indicated that this interest and National action is up to the historical depth that

is characteristic of Al-Hakeem family and their known struggle in serving the crucial issues

for all Iraqis


